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Column Column Name Format Description Length limit in 
characters

A FID string Automatically Generated by the SMU Node of the NGDS
B latitude decimal Latitude coordinate for the surface location of the feature (use center point for 

areas); values should be provided with at least 4 significant digits for sufficient 
precision (7 decimal places is recommended by the USGS (OFR 02-463, p. 6). Use 
decimal degrees.

C longitude decimal Longitude coordinate for the surface location of the feature (use center point for 
areas); values should be provided with at least 4 significant digits for sufficient 
precision (7 decimal places is recommended by the USGS (OFR 02-463, p. 6). Use 
decimal degrees.

D observationuri string Unique identifier for this observation. This is the identifier (Uniform Resource 
Identifier) that will be used to cross-reference data, samples, and other 
observations to the observation represented by this record. 

255

E observationname string The human-intelligible name for the observation; may be a concatenation of 
observation type and feature name.

255

F label string Short text string for labeling the feature on maps. Can be the same as observation 
name. A label may be an OtherLocationName, OtherID or the Name or some 
combination.

255

G relatedsampleuri string If the thermal conductivity value is based on an average of several samples, 
multiple observationURIs are listed here, delimited by pipe '|' characters. 

255

H otherid string Alternative identifier(s) for observation or site information. 255
I sampledepth integer If sample is from the surface enter zero, else put depth of formation sampled.

J measurementunits string Valid choices for depth units= Meters or Feet.  If depth is reported as 'surface' or 
'missing', select 'meters'.

32

K sitelocationuri string Unique identifier that specifies the feature represented: e.g. a geologic feature, 
aquifer or facility structure. Ideally, the identifier is an http URI that will 
dereference to a known, useful representation of the feature.

255

L sitelocationname string Common or human-readable name by which the feature is known. Recommend 
using only web-safe characters (a-z A-Z 0-9 _-.) in the name. Be consistent in the 
naming convention used within any given dataset.

255

M localityterms string Additional information or more geographic names associated with sample 
collection location; if multiple names supplied, delimit with pipe '|' character, e.g. 
Arizona | La Paz County | Harquahala Mountains | Browns Canyon.

255

The UND Thermal Conductivity data are available as a discrete dataset in multiple export options at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu:9000/geoserver/web, Layer Preview.  The csv version is available at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/staging.und_tc_view_materialized.zip

There are no warranties expressed or implied. Decisions made based on the information available should be made after a 
thorough due diligence by the user.

Abstract: Measurements indicate use of a PEDB, or Portable Electronic Divided Bar, which is manufactured by Hot Dry 
Rocks Ltd.

Heat Flow Observation, available at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/core.template_heatflow_materialized.zip

UND Thermal Conductivity Contribution

This document describes the column order and description for data provided by the University of North Dakota (UND).  
These data were provided by UND to the SMU Geothermal Laboratory as part of the National Geothermal Data System 
(NGDS) Project sponsored by the Department of Energy under grant DE-EE0002852.  Some or all of these data were 
additionally made available via the NGDS through the interactive interface available at the SMU Node of the NGDS 
(http://geothermal.smu.edu) and/or through various 'content models' developed for use in exchanging information across 
the NGDS.  Additional information on the content model formats is available at http://schemas.usgin.org/models/. 

This particular set, the UND Thermal Conductivity contribution, populates the following NGDS content models, which may 
be combined with other organizations' data when available: 

Well Header Observation, available at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/core.template_wellheader_materialized.zip

Thermal Conductivity Observation, available at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/core.template_thermalconductivity_materialized.zip

Disclaimer
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N county string County name. If unknown or not applicable use 'missing'. If offshore, specify 
'offshore' in this field.

32

O state string State name without abbreviations. If unknown or not applicable use 'missing'. For 
offshore locations, specify the governing or nearest state and list the county as 
'offshore'.

32

P latdegreewgs84 decimal Latitude coordinate for the surface location of the feature (use center point for 
areas); values should be provided with at least 4 significant digits for sufficient 
precision (7 decimal places is recommended by the USGS (OFR 02-463, p. 6). Use 
decimal degrees.

Q longdegreewgs84 decimal Longitude coordinate for the surface location of the feature (use center point for 
areas); values should be provided with at least 4 significant digits for sufficient 
precision (7 decimal places is recommended by the USGS (OFR 02-463, p. 6). Use 
decimal degrees.

R srs string The spatial reference system, the datum the coordinates are in. 32
S locationuncertaintystatement string Information on how the original location was determined, e.g.: 1:250,000 map, 

gps unit, Google Earth, PLSS Conversion, Spatial Datum Conversion, e.g., NAD27 
to WGS84.

255

T samplecollectiondate date Please use MM/DD/YYYY format; Date for the record (date on which observation, 
measurement or test was made or specimen was collected.

10

U samplemeasurementdate date Please use MM/DD/YYYY format; Date for the record (date on which observation, 
measurement or test was made or specimen was collected.

10

V sampletype string Type of material used for sample measurement. Category from simple material 
classification scheme e.g. rock, sediment, liquid, gas, biological material.

32

W sampleshape string Shape of sample for measurement:  cylinder, square, rectangular, irregular, fine 
material, coarse material, unknown.

32

X sampledimensionsheight decimal Description of sample: height of vertical edge.  If using a form for cuttings or 
unconsolidated measurments, put in the values of the form. 

Y sampledimensionswidth decimal Description of sample: width or radius or horizontal edge.  If using a form for cuttings 
or unconsolidated measurments, put in the values of the form.

Z sampledimensionslength decimal Description of sample: length of 2nd horizontal dimension.  If using a form for 
cuttings or unconsolidated measurments, put in the values of the form.

AA sampledimensionsunits string Units used for height, length and width: centimeters or inches. 32
AB sampledensity decimal Density of the rock sample or Bulk Density for Crushed/Cutting samples.
AC uncertaintydensity string Uncertainty of the density of the sample. 32
AD sampledensityunits string Units used for density: grams per cubic centimeters (g/cm3) or pound per cubic inch 

(lb/in3)
32

AE laboratory string If a Laboratory performed the analysis, include name and address here. 255
AF measurementdevice string Type of analysis performed on sample for the measurement:  Divided Bar, Portable 

Divided Bar,  Needle Probe, Half-Space Needle Probe, Laser - Infrared, other, 
unknown.

255

AG measurementprocedure string Text description of how the measurement was made - instrumentation, logging rate, 
correction or extrapolation process, how time since circulation was determined, etc. 
Data provider should indicate QA/QC performed on the data, including individual or 
institution, time frame and depth of quality check. If following a paper or standard 
include reference.

255

AH measurementpressure decimal Pressure used on sample during measurement.
AI measurementpressureunits string Units for Pressure used on sample during measurement.  Valid terms include: Bars 

or p.s.i. (pounds per square inch)
255

AJ sampletemperature decimal Temperature, in decimal format, used on sample during measurement. Degrees 
Celsius is preferred and will be reported for consistency in service implementations.

AK sampletemperatureunits string Units for Temperature differential used on sample during measurement.  Valid terms 
include: C (Celsius), F (Fahrenheit), or K (Kelvin).

255

AL measurementduration decimal Duration of time sample was under pressure at specific temperature ( in minutes).

AM measurementdirection string If sample is anisotropic then describe direction of sample. 255
AN measurementrun integer Total number of measurements made on this sample.
AO bulkmixingformula string Method used to calculate Bulk Conductivity if cuttings or unconsolidated material. 255

AP saturationfluid string Method used to calculate Bulk Conductivity if cuttings or unconsolidated material. 255

AQ saturatedsampleconductivity decimal Saturated measured conductivity or in situ value.
AR drysampleconductivity decimal Measured conductivity value of dry rock core or sample.
AS averagethermalconductivity decimal Averaged Thermal Conductivity for sample/formation of rock material. 
AT uncertaintytc string Calculated uncertainty of Thermal Conductivity or Bulk Conductivity value. 32
AU correctiontc decimal Correction applied to thermal conductivity for in situ conditions.
AV correctiondescription string Description of Correction to thermal conductivity. 255
AW unitstc string Units of measure used to report conductivity. 32
AX specificheat decimal The amount of heat per unit mass required to raise the temperature by one degree 

Celsius.
AY uncertaintyspecificheat decimal Report uncertainty if reporting specific heat.
AZ specificheatunits string Reporting units for specific heat. Common units are: calorie/gram, joule/gram. 32

BA thermaldiffusivity decimal How rapidly a material changes temperature to match the surroundings - 
equilibrium.

BB uncertaintythermaldiffusivity decimal Report uncertainty of thermal diffusivity.
BC unitsthermaldiffusivity string Reporting units for Thermal Diffusivity are meters squared per second   (m2/s) 32
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BD geologicformationname string Name of geologic unit that was sampled. Include hierarchy of names if the unit is 
part of a higher-rank geologic unit, e.g. Group name/Formation name, or 
Formation/Member, or Group/ Formation. Spell out unit names in full.

255

BE geologicformationuri string Unique identifier for the geologic formation of this record. 255
BF geologicformationtype string Name of sample material type, e.g., granite, sandstone, arkose, schist. 255
BG datumelevation date The point of reference against which elevation measurements are made. 10
BH elevation decimal Elevation at ground level for the feature. 3 decimal places is recommended by the 

USGS (OFR 02-463, p.6). 
BI permeability decimal The property or capacity of a porous rock, sediment, or soil for transmitting a fluid; it 

is a measure of the relative ease of fluid flow under unequal pressure.
BJ unitspermeability string Units for the reported permability. The SI unit for permeability is m^2. A practical unit 

for permeability is the darcy (D), or more commonly the millidarcy (mD) (1 darcy 
\approx10−12/m^2). 

32

BK porosity decimal The percentage of pore volume or void space, or that volume within rock that can 
contain fluids. Enter as decimal value.

BL notes string Any additional information to be provided, including description and other data not 
captured by the template, details about collection method, contact information for 
related parties (original collector, project PI), collection platform or Launch, etc.

255

BM metadatauri string URI identifying (and ideally dereferencing to get) a full formal metadata record for 
the observation report. A time series of observations may all reference the same 
metadata record that provides contact information and details on procedure, etc.

255

BN source string Short text explanation of source of information defining feature; may be author-date 
type citation, but should include some indication of how digital data originated. If 
unpublished data, provide researcher name, date and research institution for proper 
citation. Separate multiple citations with pipe '|' character.

255

BO identifier string Managed by GIS and web feature server; generated from point lat, long, srs 255
BP shape string Location value for the object of interest, for example a point or a polygon.
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